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ABSTRACT.- Contributions to the evaluation of a new geomorphologic risk 
phenomenon into semi-arid areas: sinkholes.  Even though the initial 
geomorphologic term “sinkhole” had only the signification of a small depression 
relief from the karst regions arisen after following a natural dissolving process of 
some carbonated rocks (the all known term “kettle”); now this signification 
diversified. This is why in the geomorphologic Anglo-Saxon vocabulary, the terms 
“sink”, “shake hole”, “swallow hole”, “kettle” or “cenote” are equivalent. Other 
geomorphologic phenomenona develop a similar relief (suffusion, compaction, 
falling and collapsing processes), that trigger the appearance of funnels, holes etc. 
Nowadays, following the research for preventing of such processes that can 
produce catastrophic effects, this term has become a word used very often by the 
constructors that have to find solutions in such situations. Starting 1980, on the 
both sides of Dead Sea there were found such depression sinks that grew in the 
years 2000, so that today we find over 1500 of them in the whole Israel. We have 
studied only those that appeared following the diminution of the Dead Sea’s level 
on its western shore, near Ein Gedi. Based on the geomagnetic data, the satellite 
information and their confrontation with the ground, we realized a prediction for 
their evolution on an alignment that could affect even the Nirvana and Leonardo 
Hotels. 
 

 Key words: sinkholes, Dead Sea, Israel. 
  
 1. Introduction 

 
In the last decades there has appeared a new term in the international 

geographic literature – “sinkhole” – that defines a small depression relief with a 
funnel aspect, as a result of the dissolution of carbonate rocks, or with a suffosional 
aspect, very similar with “kettles” from the karst or clastokarst regions. What is 
interesting is that, at its origins, the term derives from the toponym of a land 
situated at the confluence of Missouri river and its tributary, Cuivre River. There 
took place the battle between the Sioux Indians and the American rangers in May 
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Figure 1. Israel aquiferous and 
the location of perimeter  with 

new sinkholes. 
 

1815, near Fort Howard and Fort Cap au Gris. It was mentioned as the “Battle of 
the Sink Hole” for the long time using of cannons that induced the production of 
many holes in the ground. So, from the association of the two small depressions 
types (natural and manmade) there appeared a new term – sinkhole.  

The Anglo-Saxon term, instead, has a 
wider signification, because it refers to all 
negative forms with the same aspect and 
dimensions, from those produced by 
compacting processes to those determined by 
collapsing. The presence of soluble 
(limestone, dolomite, gritstones) and evaporite 
rocks (gypsum, salt) in layers covered with 
insoluble rocks, determines the dissolution and 
the creation of underground holes, that will 
reveal itself through falls and collapses on the 
surface. What is very important is that this 
process is very fast, and the land surface can 
change very quickly from isostasy to dynamic 
small depression. Sometimes the equilibrium 
can be broken very fast and so it appears even 
suddenly.  

These processes have sometimes a 
geomorphologic risk character, because they 
are the result of unpredictable factors, and the 
land modification can have even a catastrophic 
effect on houses, roads, agrarian fields, 
industrial or urbanistic constructions, or even 
the natural environment.    
 This term is used now in the entire 
world, and also in Israel, especially by the 
constructors that have to keep in mind the 
existence or the possible formation of 

sinkholes, through field observations and mycrogravimetric monitoring, or through 
satellite detections. 
 Following this direction, we have tried to make geomorphologic risk maps 
at medium scale (Figure 1), based on the satellite spots and by confronting these 
data with the real situations. Also we’ve wanted to find other characteristics of the 
topographic landscape for the semi-arid areas that mark the presence of these  
geomorphologic risks or prevent their appearance.  
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2. The description of the “sinkholes” phenomenon 
 
 The geomorphologic processes that are known to generate sinkholes are 
those that dissolve the soluble rocks in the subsoil of a region, transporting the 
products of this erosion through underground natural passages. This is the 
beginning of an underground hole that will trigger the gradual or sudden sinking or 
falling of the superficial layers. The most known of these phenomena appear in 
karst areas that, by definition, determine the appearance to circular or oval 
depressions, with diameters and depths of even tens of meters.  
 The formation mechanisms involve, first of all, natural dissolving and 
erosion processes of rocks that are a little soluble, as limestone that can very easily 
transform through dissolving into endokarst. The taper out of layers from caves 
roof diminishes the capacity of sustaining the covering layers, and so appears some 
cracks followed by the falling of some caves roof. Sometimes the dissolution of 
lime cement from conglomerates or gritsones, because of the evacuation of gravel 
and sand, once compact rocks, create holes that reduce the resistibility and fall 
under the weight of the upper structures and trigger collapses; a classic example is 
a sinkhole from Oman that keeps a portion of its ark dome, the other being 
collapsed. If the phreatiq layer diminishes from any reason, the subsiding process 
triggers a gradual sinking, together with relatively slow suffosional processes. 
When the sinkholes become very big, they can sink so much that they can create 
escarpments, even spectacular ones, as is the one known as Minyé, from Papua 
New Guinea. The biggest sinkhole in the world is tiankeng from China and it has a 
diameter of only 100 m at its surface, but 662 m in depth. It was formed by the 
sinking of a huge underground cave.  
 If the rock below the topographic surface has a carbonate or a evaporite 
nature (layers of salt or gypsum), the rocks that can be dissolved through a natural 
process and permit the circulation of water, forming underground caverns. These 
sinkholes can be dangerous because the land at its surface don’t give any clue for 
the imminent falling that can take place anytime. 
 Even though this does not include itself in the previous definition for 
sinkholes, suffosional funnels or even manmade holes have been included into this 
definition in the last decades. Such geomorphologic processes can appear above 
some abandoned mines, but most usual in the urban areas because of the 
degradation in time of sewage channels. Also, following the extraction of 
underground waters, of oil and other underground fluids, at the land’s surface can 
appear small depressions. They can be even a consequence of the accidental losses 
of liquids from the industrial basins and deposits, following the underground 
collapse of the superficial layers that determine the creation of very big holes. 
Another example is the one from Guatemala City in the years 2007 and 2010. They 
didn’t appear through the natural dissolution of limestones, dolomites or any other 
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carbonate, but through excavations for the unauthorized extraction of volcanic tufa, 
below the ash and the pyroclasts in the basement of every building in town. Also, 
there can appear sinkholes in the whole urban area after the evaporation of 
catastrophic rainfalls from pavements in their draining points. An example is the 
holes from the Vancouver’s downtown in summer of this year (2011).        
 
 3. The “sinkhole” phenomenon in Israel 
  

This phenomenon is known in Israel since 1960, but under another name. 
The term “sinkhole” for this phenomenon was first mentioned by Schick A.P. in 
1963. In 1983, a study about the concordance between a succession of sinkholes 
from the surface and the underground in the Negev desert has been presented at the 
Geographic Institute of Bucharest. That was the result of the observations in the 
experimental perimeter of the Negev desert, in south Israel, well known as Nahal 
Yael Watershed, designed by Asher Schick. This way of action and the basin’s 
structure served as a model for the experimental basins built later all over the 
globe. The first mention of the term “sinkhole” in Israel in the urban area belongs 
to Arkin Y on he’s research in Jerusalem, presented at the 3th International 
Symposium On Land Subsidence, from Venice, 1984. 
 The sinkholes near Dead Sea formed after the dissolution of salt from the 
underground layers made by rainfalls or intermittent streams infiltrated after the 
deep lowering of the acvatory level of the Dead Sea. The factor that facilitated the 
restart of the dissolution process of underground evaporites and the formation of 
holes under the layer above was the replacement of extra salted marine retreating 
water with fresh water. Because of this drop in level of the Dead Sea grew after 
1960, the waters got into underground and created cavities that started to fall. The 
first falls appeared as a result of the geomorphologic processes from 1980, and 
were registered and mapped ever since. They appeared on both sides of Dead Sea, 
in Israel and also in Jordan, but their investigation started in Israel. In this country, 
the land strip where these phenomena appear is situated on the western shore of the 
sea and has a length of 60 km, from north to south, and the width doesn’t reach 1 
km. Till 2008, there have been mapped more than 1500 sinkholes, with diameters 
of 70-80 m and depths of almost 25 m, but also smaller ones, that can still grow 
and intensify. 

After the beginning of the years ’60, the lowering of the Dead Sea’s level 
began to slow its rhythm: in 1930 it was – 390 m below the mean sea level, and in 
1960 it was -396 m. Once with the growth of the water consume from Jordan also 
by Israel and Jordan, the level dropped to – 405 m in 1990 and – 422 m in 2010 
(Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Dead Sea’s aquiferous layer involution. Longitudinal profile through Dead Sea’s 

Graben : 1. graben’s thalweg; 2. graben’s western flank watershed (Eastern Israel 
Mountains); 3. graben’s  eastern flank watershed (Transjordan Mountains). Author’s 

adaptation and update after Schick, A. (1990). 
 
his thing showed a medium negative pace of – 0,2 m/year in the first 30 years, and 
then grew to – 0,3 m/year, and now it got to 0,85 m/year between 1990 and 2010. 
Also, the surface of the acvatory layer dropped with a third, from 950 km2 to 630 
km2, and the water volume dropped from 156 km3 to 135 km3. The result of all 
these things was the serious drop of the solid flow that enters and leaves the basin 
by different ways. Although in the first part of the century, the hydrologic balance 
was quasi equivalent (1500 mil. m3 of inflow waters and a little over 1500 mil. m3 

outflow), today the inflow is of 450 mil. m3 and outflow of 1060 mil. m3, because 
the Jordan river carries less water than before; so the balance is negative with -610 
mil. m3 and it reflects pronounced lowering in level. So the waters from the 
region’s subsoil have been evacuated and their place has been taken by the fresh 
waters from above. This exchange means passing from the stability of the extra 
salted waters from the basin and from the underground layers to the instability of 
the fresh waters that dissolve the salt. This is why these processes take place on 
both shores with sinkholes. 
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 4. The area with sinkholes between Newe Sohar and Ein Gedi         
 
 Following the route 90 from Newe Zohar (at the crossing with route 31 that 
passes through Arad), we are heading north to Ein Gedi, crossing the evacuation 
cones of the valleys Nahal Asa’el, Nahal Qanna’im, Nahal Ze’elim Nahal Hever, 
Nahal Tsruya and Nahal Arugot, from south to north. Near the parking of the Ein 
Gedi Spa, on the right side of the road, on the shore, there prevails a smooth 
surface with a slow inclination towards the sea. Here we find the marks of an 
episodic thalweg line and a group of sinkholes, three of them bigger than the others 
(Figure 2). They are part of an area known as the “Ein Gedi special area”, where 
we have found those new sinkholes (Figure 3). They appeared after the abundant 
rainfalls from the spring of 2009, which determined us to map them and to track 
them, even though in Israel they are already taken into account to prevent 
catastrophic accidents from their extension or association. Because they extended 
very much in this region because of the subsidence and fall hydrologic processes, 
we will present below the result of our research. 
 

  
 
           Figure 3. The sinkholes “field” that          Figure 4, The ark slope of the biggest new 
           emerged after 2009 near Ein Gedi on                         sinkholes near Ein Gedi. 
                    the Dead Sea’s shore.                                     
 
 The important thing is that the pace of appearance for new sinkholes has 
grown with 2-300 sinkholes/year, with 1500 sinkholes in 2009. The sinkholes on 
the parallel strip with the afro-syrian fault at the western end of the Dead Sea 
Graben, form a discontinuous alignment, with major groups (clusters). The group 
between Newe Zohar and Ein Gedi was the subject of our post Phd research about 
sinkholes from 2009. 
 Among the 22 new sinkholes from our perimeter, the bigger three appeared 
in 2009 have these characteristics: 

-   sinkhole no. 1 (the most southern one) is situated on the incline surface 
of the evacuation cone of Nahal Arugot (Figure 4), 8 m above the 2010 sea level. It 
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has a round surface, with a diameter of 22 m and a depth of 3,8 m; it stores the 
waters from rainfalls and floods on Nahal Arugot because the bottom of the basin 
is filled with clay that has fallen from the basin’s slopes; 

      -  sinkhole no. 2 (the median 
one), on the same incline surface, but 
lower than the other one, at 5 m 
above the sea level. It has an 
ellipsoid form, with the big axis 
orientated north – south, a small axis 
of 12 m and a depth of 3 m. As the 
previous one, the presence of clay 
gives the opportunity for water 
storage; 
            -  sinkhole no. 3 (the most 
northern one) is formed of 3 radial 
whirlpools that join inside. This is 
why the lake’s basin from inside the 
sinkhole has a branched aspect, with 
sizes of 18 m on the northern – 
southern direction and 9,5 m on the 

western – eastern one. It is located on the top of the cone, at 10,3 m above the sea 
level. 
    

5. Other hydrogeomorphologic risk phenomena associated with   
sinkholes   

 
 Another cause for the apparition of these risks in our area is the rise of the 
water level in the artificial basins from the Dead Sea’s southern part (Figure 6). 
The two Dead Sea’s riparian countries extract different substances from the sea’s 
waters through the method of marine water evaporation.  

Through the extraction of manganese and potassium, a large quantity of 
sodium chloride (salt) remains unused and is handed back to the source waters, 
because there is no room for storage.  

This is way, together with the growth of salt quantity on basins bottom, 
takes place a growth of the sea’s level. The salt water is pushed upward, rising the 
phreatic level. This is how starts a moistening process of the subsoil from the 
foundation of the shore hotels that are used in the spa tourism. Two of them are 
already deallocated because there is a great risk for collapsing. Even the 
foundations of some new hotels have been temporary abandoned, till the moment it 
is solved the conflict between constructors and investors in the local chemical 
industry. 

 
Figure 5. The structure of the Nahal Arucot 

evacuation cone. 
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 6. The prevention of catastrophes triggered by sinkholes 
 
 There is no way to control in a quantitative or temporal way the natural 
phenomena that trigger the major natural hazards, such as “sinkholes”. The research 
made in Israel and the entire world used to admit that the areas affected in the past by 
catastrophic geomorphologic processes are still a major risk for the appearance of 
new ones. Following this “principle” our research concentrated on the previous areas, 
such as the alignment on the western shore of the Dead Sea. Knowing that this is a 
new phenomenon for the morphodynamic relative stable areas, there must be made a 
new kind of investigations, to prevent or to limit the disasters that could happen. 
Here we have some classic indicators we evaluated in this study:             
 Geomorphologic Indicators – helped us locate in the already affected 
areas, the places where is possible to appear new sinkholes on the alignments well 
known. These alignments of small depressions precede those small depressions 
where are possible crumbles and collapses. The “freshness” of these forms is given 
by the new cracks, the radial striations, moist areas, but also by the soil’s colour. 
These characteristics can be the sign for the fragility of a local environment 
possible at risk. 
 Vegetation Indicators – can differentiate a ‘still’ surface from one that’s 
about to fall or collapse, because there the water supplies have been cut by the 
mechanic of the underground holes. In a general sense, the absence of vegetation 
indicates movement, and the wide extension of vegetation that loves moisture and 
their increase in frequency on closed cracks, shows imminence of land sinking.  
 Hydric Indicators – such as the water excess, waves on moist lands, slow 
gradient, reverse slopes and incipient linear erosion forms; they show areas with 
small or medium sinking risk. 
 Geologic Indicators – deformation of rocks, layers, shallow deposits; 
remember the sinking material’s tension. 
 From this enumeration we can understand the role of these indicators in 
early tracing of these processes, the need to take into account of all signals for 
land’s instability. Mapping areas with imminent risk is an idea that geographers 
agree with, but geomorphologists do much more than this, because they can 
evaluate the interdependence relations between various environment factors that 
help starting these processes. Also, they possess the ways to draw up mapping 
materials to show possible sinking areas, so these make maps easier to understand 
for those with no geographic knowledge, but also help reducing or even stopping 
natural disasters. So, geomorphology’s mission is to make everyone understand, 
from scientists to local community, the risk of these phenomena.                     
 Even though in Israel there was made no to solve the situation, because of 
the costs for prevent, there is still hope in reducing these risks. The researchers 
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from Geophysics and Earth Science Department of the University of Tel Aviv 
made a methodology to combine geophysical prognostics for sinkholes formation 
on the shores of Dead Sea, with satellite mapping of underground holes. There was 
built a monitoring apparatus for locating a possible falling or suffusion place by the 
academic research institutions from Israel, Jordan and France (the University of 
Grenoble). It detects underground holes with lower gravitation field than the 
surrounding ones, and so can be avoided the utilization of grounds with sinking 
risk because of the sinkholes. Also, Israel Geophysical Institute collaborated with 
Geological Survey of Israel to find and gather information about the early stages of 
dangerous areas where sinkholes can appear.  
 The public recognition of this dangerous situation around Dead Sea must 
be extended, so old errors are not repeated in the utilization of chemical resources, 
in tracing construction plans in sinking risk areas. Not a long time ago, the 
construction of a hotel has been stopped and the foundation is to be deallocated, a 
small naval base has been closed. These are strong reasons to work in avoiding a 
bigger economic impact. 
 
 7. Effects on the touristic activities on the Dead Sea 
 
 Dead Sea is well recognized for curative qualities of its over salted waters 
and of the fresh air, that helps purify breathing system, so many tourists come here 
every year. To maintain the popularity and the atractivity of these places is very 
important to prevent the apparition of new sinkholes and the flooding of hotels and 
treatment facilities. A significant example is the accident of a geologist that has 
fallen into an underground hole of 10 m while mapping a sinking risk area. 
Nowadays, there are indicators and even restricted areas on the recreation areas 
around treatment facilities that say : “Danger. Quarry.” Or “Caution. Sinking risk 
area.” 
 This kind of accidents is rare in the last years, even though there are 
estimations of 3000 sinkholes along the shore, many of them not opened yet. 
Because the spa tourism is flourishing in this region, this phenomenon has a great 
impact on the Israel’s development plans. Such examples are the closing of a 
camping and stopping the construction of a big accommodation complex – 5000 
rooms in some new hotels. Even the direct treatment in the sea’s water that was 
made in the past right beside the hotel, has to be done far away from the hotels (1 – 
2 miles) because of the drop of sea’s level. Also, the route 90 that follows the 
shore’s line, so long affected by catastrophic rainfalls and falls around the 
sinkholes, must be redesigned to permit the circulation of tourists in this area. 
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 8. Possible measures to stop or reduce the phenomenon’s effects 
 
 There is no fast way to solve it – this is also the point of view of the World 
Bank that is analyzing a suggestion to dig a channel between Red Sea – 150 km 
southward, to supply the Dead Sea. This channel will start near Eilat and end near 
Nahal Arawa, after that water following its natural course. This is the most agreed 
way to reduce the drop of Dead Sea’s level, but its costs exceed 15 bill. $. Even 
though there are few hopes in the rising of the sea level, without this solution, the 
level is to drop with a third of its actual surface in the next century. 
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